
Can’t Get Next to You” might be the creepiest Al Green
cover recorded. PATRICK JAMES

The Court & Spark
Hearts
Absolutely Kosher
Although the Bay Area may be the birth-

place of almost all things “alternative,” alt-country just
ain’t one of ’em.The Court & Spark—S.F.’s best attempt
to get Americana-ized since Workingman’s Dead—pleaded
their case with two past noble efforts, but like we learned
with Alcatraz, some things are better left to the Natives
(in this case, Nashvillians).While far from a bad band, the
C&S should have left their über-polished Hearts in San
Francisco. PAT MCGUIRE

Candi Staton
His Hands
Astralwerks
As a teenager, her voice made people

believe (pick a hymn, any hymn). In her 20s, her voice
made people feel (“In the Ghetto”). And in her 30s, her
voice made people dance (“Young Hearts Run Free”).
Now having gone from gospel to Southern soul to disco
and back in her 60+ years, Canzetta uses her
umpteenth album to reestablish herself alongside
Aretha, bringing the pain from the pens of Merle
Haggard and Will Oldham, and the heart on her sleeve.

Her friends call her Candi, but you best call her “Mrs.
Loneliness.” BRYAN CHENAULT

Anathallo
Floating World
Nettwerk
Proving that Sufjan isn’t the only one who

can utilize the charismatic power of sparseness through
multiple instruments, Anathallo layer subtle crescendos of
keys, percussions and horns under a cloud of choral croons.
Occasionally the Midwestern seven-piece loses its
patience—imagine a band of indie-rockers crashing a piano
recital—but the results strike a balance. And if you think
their Japanese folktale-inspired narrative screams “freak-
folk,” their exquisite ambient structures will make you not
even care. DAN FRAZIER

Various Artists
The Sound the Hare Heard
Kill Rock Stars
Taking its name from a Buddhist parable, this

ahead-of-the-curve compilation is a hearty, hand-picked
homage to boys and girls and guitars—an indie
singer/songwriters’ “Before They Were Stars,” if you will.
Sufjan Stevens and Colin Meloy are the big names on the
CD sleeve, but lesser-knowns Laura Veirs, Thao Nguyen,
Imaad Wasif, and Lauren Hoffman are the falling belli fruit
that rustle this tree. BRYAN CHENAULT

Lambchop
The Decline of Country
and Western Civilization
Merge

Churning out record after record for a decade plus,
Lambchop has aged better than a healthy Chevy half-ton.
This collection of A-sides, B-sides and rare tracks putts
along, ready to slowly but surely transport listeners to a
world of soft Nashville country as quirky and unique as a
story-telling neighbor that spends summer nights in a
rocker on the porch, spitting chaw and knocking back
tallboys. CATHERINE ADCOCK

Blondie
Greatest Hits:
Sound & Vision
Capitol

The world does not need another by-the-numbers
Blondie comp; we know the band’s Sound—if we
haven’t got it illegally stashed on our hard drives, the
blueprint’s etched onto our brain matter. But as for
Vision…let’s face it, Debbie Harry is a MILF, and the
world must be reminded.That tangled mess of bleach-
blonde love-grip gives invigorated meaning to the term
“bedhead.” If you really need an excuse to pick up this
waste of shelf-space, tell yourself you’re giving back to
the woman who gave us the off-the-shoulder tee.
Thanks mama. JACK MCGRUE

Dert
Sometimes I Rhyme Slow
Isolated Music
The Grey Album may have made the mash-

up famous, but it’s MySpace musician Dert who’s mak-
ing it sing (well, sort of). Inspired by the original mash-
ers Nice & Smooth, this newly discovered talent takes
two handfuls of thinking-man hip-hop’s best MCs (MF
Doom, Common,Aceyalone, Nas, et al) and fuses them
seamlessly with, of all things, acoustic guitar lines and
the occasional vocal from Swedish soft-rock sensation
Jose Gonzalez. Like that time the Joker fused all your
household hygiene products, this one’s sure to leave you
smiling. PAT MCGUIRE

Daedelus
Denies the Days Demise
Mush
Daedelus’s music is high art. Like a

chameleon, he picks up hints of the landscape at
hand (the inescapable bossa nova undercurrent in
modern electronica, the sly combination of dance-
ability and ambience) and incorporates it into our
familiar vision of him. Denies the Days Demise main-
tains the musical shape that we know—that bass-
heavy, old tyme theatrical sound—and the result is
both relevant and reverent. One might call it a mod-
ern masterpiece. LESLIE MADILL
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